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Our Learning Journey
We had a good time with our new Teacher’sMrs Meade and Mr Good and we enjoyed
having just half a photograph of our face to
add the other half using pencils.
We have set up a Science investigation to see
how conditions affect plant growth using
cress seeds. We are surprised that the seeds
that are covered with boxes have grown taller
than the seeds without a cover but the colour
of them are an unhealthy yellow!!
We have also been learning about Roman
soldiers and how they wore the same type of
armour. We have drawn a picture of a
Roman soldier that used step by step
instructions.

Focus on Learning
Next week:
We will be considering how settings influence
characters and what they might do.
We will be learning about the importance of
Lord Shiva in the Hindu religion.
We will be learning about the Roman legacy.
Maths will focus on subtraction using counting
on and the expanded method.

Star Learners
Well done to Charlie P, Theo, Alfie S,
Reece, Ralph, Oliver, Jess B, Tilly, Ava and
Lauren who represented year 3 at District
Sports this week. They all said they jumped
when the starting pistol was used. Mrs
Tuttle accompanied them and said they
were all well behaved and cheered each
other on.

Thank you to all the children who have
brought in their cakes to share with everyone.

Being outside using a table in the area that Mr
Rainbow cleared for us is great. We have been
able to create stories with our puppets.

Reminders to Families
If your child has any school
books, please could they bring
them back to school next week.
We will be sampling Roman food – bread,
grapes, olives and feta cheese. There
will not be any nuts as we are a nut free
school but if there any problems please
let the office know.

Thank you.

